<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESEARCH POSTER SESSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENTREPRENEURSHIP:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **ARKANGEL CORDERO ABURTO**  
Ph.D. Student, Management & Organizations, Johnson Graduate School of Management  
Leviathan’s Lost Grip: Informal Political Institutional Actors and Multinational Enterprise (MNE) Entry Rates |
| **RYAN COLES**  
Ph.D. Student, Organizational Behavior, ILR School  
Revisiting Schumpeter in the Middle East: Understanding the Conditions Associated with Variation in the Assumption of Entrepreneurial Risk |
| **YISOOK LIM**  
Ph.D. Student, Organizational Behavior, ILR School  
Who Is My Partner? Gender, Family, and Entrepreneurial Teams |
| **JOON WOO SOHN**  
Ph.D. Student, Organizational Behavior, ILR School  
How do Entrepreneurs Become Investors? |
| **CREATIVITY:** |
| **JACK GONCALO**  
Professor, Organizational Behavior, ILR School  
Divine Inhibition: Thinking About God Stifles Creative Thought |
| **JOSH HENRY KATZ**  
Ph.D. Student, Organizational Behavior, ILR School  
The Creativity Curse: When Attempts at Improvement Have Psychological Cost |
| **OLGA KHESSINA**  
Assistant Professor, Organizational Behavior, ILR School  
| **THOMAS MANN**  
Ph.D. Student, Psychology, College of Arts and Sciences  
Implicitly Creative: The Rapid Formation of Implicit Trait Impressions Beyond Positivity and Negativity |
| **INNOVATION:** |
| **FEDOR DOKSHIN**  
Ph.D. Student, Sociology, College of Arts and Sciences  
Fuel for Debate: Spatial and Ideological Dynamics of Political Mobilization for and against Hydraulic Fracturing |
| **JING-MAO HO**  
Ph.D. Student, Sociology, College of Arts and Sciences  
Statistics and Nation-state Building: A Longitudinal, Cross-national Analysis, 1800-2013 |
| **ABDULLAH SHAHID**  
Ph.D. Student, Sociology, College of Arts and Sciences  
Delayed Price Discovery in Capital Markets: The Role of Limited Attention of Information Intermediaries |
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